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Join in a quest to change one civilization’s fate in this award-winning tower-defense/RTS hybrid game inspired by true events.

Travel back almost 200 years to defend the Selknam people of South America against European colonization. Lead archers,
mages and other warriors to fight off waves of attack in the dense forests, freezing tundra and lands you call home. Battle

soldiers, pirates and other new-world foes to unlock powerful upgrades and customize your defensive strategy.

Selknam Defense is more than an exceptional strategy game. It’s a gateway to the past that puts a nation’s destiny into your
control. Do you have the skills to alter history and save the Selknam?
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24 levels across 4 lands, each requiring innovative and unique defense strategies to defeat

Stunning and vibrant artwork that brings the game’s narrative to life.

4 heroic Selknam defenders with powerful upgrades and abilities to tailor your defense

7 enemy types, from soldiers to pirates, each with their own skills

Bonus stage with an epic boss battle for successfully completing campaign mode

Survival mode to test your defense strategies’ endurance

15 achievements

Keyboard and mouse or Xbox 360 controls
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Release Date: 25 Jul, 2014
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selknam defense. selknam defense level 24. selknam defense download

I only have 8 more badges left, but most of them are just ko badges. Im redoing my review now.
I have played every character one time.
I first got this by my friend who really liked this game. He gave me as a gift and I played it.
This game was good, but now I see some major flaws. Lets get to the pros and cons.
Pros:
Lots of Maps
Lots of Characters
Mostly Unique Movesets
Super Smash Bros. vibes
Lots of achievements
Cool and kinda detailed main menu screen
Lots of nice costumes
8 player smash, just like Super Smash Bros
Lots of Teams
Decent Graphics
Cool Ultimates
Extras Menu
Cool Stage Obsticles (like the stadium)
Cons:
Bad AI
Some characters are a tad bit op (like the character from VVVVVV and The Kid, etc.)
Tutorial doesn't explain EVERYTHING, which makes some things confusing
Some badges are littearly gonna be IMPOSSIBLE to get, like 999,999 kos. That'll take years, lol.
Some characters have super smash bros movesets-moves.
I mean, this doesn't mean that much, but alot of characters have repeat moves.
When I pick a certain map, like Retroland or the Train Map, I lag on it. Some maps run smooth though. Fix?
So far, 6/10.. So it turns out this game is pretty good. It's a stealth\/action game in a isometric world.

Pros: Overall, gameplay is pretty entertaining. You get to sneak around and kill dudes to get stuff done. There are interactable
items in the environment as well as gadgets you can use to distract the guards. The missions take a while to complete (especially
if you are a perfectionist like me). There are many unlocks, each with an upgrade each. Most of it is pretty standard stuff, just
done in an isometric POV. I guess there's a story too...

Cons: The KB and mouse control bindings are terrible. The AI is pretty dumb. The combat is jenky. Especially with weapons...
you have to be lightning fast and kill with all shots hitting to not fail the "undetected" task for the level. There are only 15
missions total.

Like I said, it's an overall fun game, especially if you like stealth type games. I would recommend it, but I would probably wait
for a sale to pick it up.. I've not played the single player component since 1999 but remember that it's quite gory (pretty sure you
can dismember limbs like in Soldier of Fortune) and unnecessarily foul mouthed if that's your thing.

Multiplayer is alive though and where the fun is at with this in 2018; I've recently started playing to find possibly the least toxic
players in online gaming. Small, active, welcoming community that play for fun. No egos.

Check out www.kingpin.info for more, er info.. The game is basically a Supply Chain Management wet dream, as you can have
100+ ships all automated working for you, along with tons of sweatshops and other things. You can put your Trading Office to
buy/sell things automatically for you. Very handy to purchase a lot of goods while you fast forward the game to get your ship
where you want to. If you will use this, the game is fairly easy and you can focus on macro-managing.. The user interface or
engine is somewhat buggy but has potential. Fritz 11 SE seems to be the only engine included. The advertised Fritz 14 engine
appear to be missing.
I know Chessbase since 20+ years and expect them to fix the problem.
For now, view this as Early Access.
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Update: Looks like the Fritz 14 engine is now available though it did not install automatically.
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"WHAT DID YOU DO!??"

"I moved..."

Baby driver references aside this song is a blast to play on bass and guitar, highly recommend. What a piece of sh... peoples who
recomend this piece are family of creator or got paid
. This game is absolutely no fun at all. What you see on the pictures aren't what you get. There are even loads of things they
haven't added and you aren't able to do much at all. I used roughly 20 min then I had seen all the maps and buildings.. Insight
and out. Can't recommend this game yet.. You can get a sense for the atmosphere and survival-horror feel of the full game, but
this mini game is basically just a set of some jump puzzles.. First mission after the tutorial mission, I have to find a certain
mineral. Nothing in the manual about how to find specific minerals, you have to jump around randomly, hoping you get lucky
and hit the specific anomaly that turns out to be what you're looking for. That's alright. BUT. You can only jump once. And then
you have to go back to your homebase. Minor annoyance. Reason behind only having one jump? I can't tell you, but it seems
incredibly silly and unnecessarily bothersome. But I digress, it's minor annoyance. HOWEVER. Your jump-drive has to re-
charge after each jump, so you're have to sit 'n stare at your jump-drive recharge for several minutes, again and again. Speed up
time? Why yes you can! From Dead Snail's Pace. Not-quite-dead-but-close Snail's Pace. And of course, the blindingly fast
Actual Snail's Pace.

I did like the game for the most part, the troubleshooting aspect was fun enough and I did want to explore more, but I did not
pay to sit 'n watch a bar crawl from 0 to 100.. Great game with alot of potential. Personally love the game and with the map
editor there are endless possiblilties of what kind of games you can do. The Dev is also wonderful and was able to fix a major
issue within an hour and is quite close with his community which is great to see. I can personally see myself playing this game
for a long time. If you have any doubts please play the demo it has multiplayer and some of the single player options its
defintley worth a go :). NO Players on the game itself, and no ai, plus i have not seen any updates from the dev for more than a
year.

Edit: You have to buy the vr version to get the soundtrack, assuming it downloads for anyone else it just launched the game.
And the dev website is not even up to date on they're own email for tech support, this game is a cash grab for the devs from my
opinion don't buy unless you KNOW 6 people will play it with you other wise its a waste of money.
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